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Productive train station
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PROJECT SCALES L + S (urban and architectural)
TEAM REPRESENTATIVE: architect and/or urban planner and/or landscaper
SITE FAMILY: from functional infrastructures to productive city
LOCATION: city of Evreux, neighbourhood of the SNCF station, the Chartraine axis, from
the train station to the university. POPULATION: Communauté d’agglomération Evreux

Portes de Normandie: 82,000 inhab. city of Evreux: 49,722 inhab.
STRATEGIC SITE: 180 Ha. PROJECT SITE: 32 Ha.
SITE PROPOSED BY / ACTORS INVOLVED: CA Evreux Portes de Normandie, city of
Évreux, with Normandie Region, Eure Départemental Council, SNCF Réseau (rail network)
Chambre de Commerce et d’Industrie (CCI) Portes de Normandie, l’Etablissement Public
Foncier (EPF) de Normandie, CAUE 27, and the University
OWNER(S) OF THE SITE: CA Evreux Portes de Normandie, city of Évreux, SNCF
Réseau, Eure Départemental Council
COMMISSION AFTER COMPETITION: studies of urban and architectural feasibility,
guideline plan, and/or development project for public spaces

HOW DOES THE SITE CONTRIBUTE TO THE PRODUCTIVE CITY? CITY STRATEGY
The station and its immediate surroundings constitute an urban system that
juxtaposes the Madeleine district and the city centre, without any effective interaction.
A genuine «frontier zone», uncrossable and even inhospitable, the station area has
become an important space that rhythms daily life in the city while at the same
time a public space suffering from a lack of definition. There is an opportunity on
the property around the station to build a new urbanity that is not kept within its
boundaries but deployed along a north-south axis connecting the Madeleine district
to the city center. Redefine the botanical gardens, reintroduce «productive streets»
along the commercial axis Chartraine-Harpe-Jaurès, create public space linking the
station to the university and enhance access to the Madeleine. These objectives
would develop urban connections along which other projects already under way
could connect (e.g. Bel Ebat and St Louis) in order to further revitalisation and
enhancement the city.

Victim of deindustrialization, the city is seeking to regenerate economic development
by capitalizing in on its know-how and heritage assets: heritage in the service of a
territory-wide economic base and the economy in service of the enhancement of
heritage. This involves the establishment in the heart of the city of productive activities
(shops, services, diversified activities and uses, etc.) The city sees in the station area
and its progressive multimodal status a social, cultural, economic and real estate
opportunity to revitalise the city and its territory in interaction with the region and greater
Paris, as well as a chance to link the upper and lower areas of the city (Madeleine and
city centre) Between these two urban entities, the station and city centre, the city has
grasped the importance of defining a strong fundamental public space, with productive
and therefore attractive streets, through the re-appropriation of, for example, vacant
commercial ground floors. This strategy also relies on the enhancement of the urban
landscape heritage of which the botanical garden is a strong element.
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the strategic site in the territory of Evreux, Portes de
Normandie Agglomération

Europan site in the city and the river L’Iton (in blue)
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SITE DEFINITION

HOW IS PRODUCTION CONSIDERED IN THE URBAN DIVERSITY PROGRAM ?

The station is located south of city centre on the Madeleine hillside. It dominates
the lower city at the edge of the historic heart and impacts the other two hills
that frame the city. The pedestrian bridge crossing the railway lines on a northsouth axis is a fine thread in the heart of the area connecting the Madeleine
neighbourhood (result of urban expansion begun in the 60s) and the historic
city centre via the botanical gardens and Rue Jaurès, Rue Harpe and Rue
Chartraine. Two major streets, Boulevard Churchill to the east and Boulevard
des Cités Unies to the west, border the site. Boulevard Gambetta (the National
road N13) crosses the site lengthwise. The station area, a major place in the
heart of the city, should be able to produce urbanity at multiple levels, unlike the
urban rupture that it currently causes.

Station sector: produce urbanity and think the adaptable city
The Evreux railway station is a centre of mobility and connection, a place
for meeting and interaction. What spaces would be able to produce and
accommodate urbanity capable of attracting users and local commuters on a
daily basis? What facilities are needed to complement the existing infrastructure,
enhance real-estate values, make the territory attractive and the whole city
accessible by linking the upper and lower areas and connecting out even further?
The challenge is also to imagine a relevant project for the present while being
progressive and adaptable in the future (modernization project under study for
the Paris-Normandy line). It is question of proposing in this context the structure
of an urban diversity that avoids mono-functional programmes that could block
the sector again and encumber its potential influence.
Heritage and economy: a productive interaction

As a continuation of issues involved in the development of the station area, the
aim is to create links with the city centre to the north and Madeleine to the south,
imagining an evolution of uses along shopping streets that have lost steam and to
carry that progression on to the station.
How to introduce new activities, complementary and diverse, using both the influence
of major transport infrastructures and their development potential, while relying on
the fundamental urban, landscaped and cultural heritage of the city? How to rely
on the inhabitants, the occasional or permanent visitors and especially training
and educational activities? How to converge the numerous and wide-reaching
interactions to be developed around the station with a creative regeneration born of
the city’s heritage and the urban and territorial landscape?
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the train station and the Boulevard Gambetta © CAUE de l’Eure

entrance to the Botanical Garden from Boulevard Gambetta and the station © CAUE de l’Eure

the Chartraine axis (North / South), from the Railway Station to the University© CAUE de l’Eure

Iton river and his bank’s development (downtown) © CAUE de l’Eure

